Age-dependent alterations in the induction of long-term potentiation (LTP) are well documented, providing a likely neural basis for memory decline associated with aging. Studies of neural plasticity are also important to understand the neural basis of individual differences in aging, ranging from significant cognitive impairment to preservation of function on a par with younger adults. To examine the cellular mechanisms that distinguish such outcomes, we studied the induction of LTP in male outbred young and aged rats behaviorally characterized in hippocampal-dependent spatial learning. We evaluated, in vitro, the magnitude of NMDA receptor (NMDAR)-dependent and -independent forms of LTP induced in the Schaffer collateral to CA1 synapses. We found that age substantially reduces NMDAR-dependent LTP across the spectrum of cognitive outcomes, whereas increased NMDAR-independent LTP occurs distinctively in high-performing aged rats. Moreover, in young rats, behavioral performance correlates strongly with the magnitude of NMDAR-LTP, whereas NMDAR-independent LTP correlates with behavioral performance only in aged rats. Together with similar previous findings on the mechanisms for LTD in this model, these results support the notion that a shift from NMDAR-dependent to NMDAR-independent mechanisms for neural plasticity during aging is associated with better cognitive outcomes.
Introduction
Aging can have a pronounced impact on mental abilities, particularly on learning and memory. Although such decline is widespread enough to be often considered a normal aspect of aging, some older individuals retain strong cognitive abilities (Cabeza et al., 2002; Davis et al., 2003; Daffner et al., 2006) . Hence, current research is focused not only on age-related impairments but also on the neural basis that supports cognition at older ages.
It is widely held that encoding new memories involves adjustments in the strength of connectivity in neural circuits through mechanisms of synaptic plasticity like long-term potentiation (LTP) and long-term depression (LTD) (Bliss and Collingridge, 1993; Bear, 1999) . Research on rodent models has successfully identified alterations in LTP and LTD in hippocampal circuits that could contribute to age-related cognitive decline (Landfield and Lynch, 1977; Deupree et al., 1993; Norris et al., 1996; Shankar et al., 1998; Schulz et al., 2002; Tombaugh et al., 2002; Rosenzweig and Barnes, 2003; Burke and Barnes, 2006) . Indeed, a number of studies have found correlations between alterations in plasticity at these synapses and severity of impairment in older rats. The status of neural plasticity in aged animals with preserved cognitive abilities is less clear. Using a behaviorally characterized rat model, we recently reported that at CA3-to-CA1 synapses in the hippocampus, the NMDA-dependent form of LTD is substantially reduced in all aged rats relative to young adults, but NMDA receptor (NMDAR)-independent LTD is significantly augmented in aged individuals with preserved cognitive ability (Lee et al., 2005) . The current study examines whether those findings generalize to the regulation NMDARdependent and -independent forms of LTP in this model.
Two distinct mechanisms of LTP coexist at CA3-to-CA1 synapses (Grover and Teyler, 1990) , both of which can be affected by aging. One form of LTP is induced on activation NMDA receptors (NMDAR-LTP), and its induction is reduced in older rats (Rosenzweig and Barnes, 2003; Burke and Barnes, 2006) . The other form of LTP requires the activation of L-type voltage-gated calcium channels (VGCC-LTP) and its magnitude is reported to increase with aging (Shankar et al., 1998) . We examined the induction of these two forms of LTP in aged individuals representing a full spectrum of cognitive outcomes. We found that the NMDAR-dependent form of LTP is similarly reduced in aged rats with impaired performance and in aged rats with preserved learning ability. In contrast, VGCC-LTP is selectively increased in highperforming aged rats relative to both impaired aged rats and young adults. These findings support the notion that maintenance of cognition in aging may not depend on preserving NMDAR-dependent plasticity, but by compensatory recruitment of NMDAR-independent mechanisms.
Materials and Methods
Behavioral assessment. Male Long-Evans rats obtained pathogen-free from Charles River Laboratories were 6 months (young) or 24 months (aged) of age at the time of behavioral characterization for spatial learning in a 1.83-m-diameter water maze (opaque water at 27°C). During an 8 d period, in sessions consisting of three trials a day with a 60 s intertrial interval, rats were trained to locate a camouflaged platform that remained in the same location 2 cm below the water surface. During a training trial, the rat was placed in the water at the perimeter of the pool and allowed 90 s to locate the escape platform. If the rat failed to escape on a trial, it was placed onto the platform and allowed to remain there for 30 s. The position of entry for the animal was varied at each trial. Every sixth trial consisted of a free swim ("probe trial"), which served to assess the development of a spatially localized search for the escape platform. During probe trials, the rat was allowed to swim a total of 30 s with the escape platform retracted to the bottom of the pool. After 30 s, the platform was raised so that the rat could complete escape on the trial. A "behavioral index," which was generated from the proximity of the rat to the escape platform during probe trials (Gallagher and Nicolle, 1993) , was used in correlations with the neurobiological data. This index is the sum of weighted proximity scores measured during probe trials; low scores reflect search near the escape platform, whereas high scores reflect search farther away from the target. "Search error" during training trials refers to the deviation from a direct path to the platform and provided an additional measure for behavioral analysis (Gallagher and Nicolle, 1993) .
Electrophysiology. Hippocampal slices were prepared from behaviorally tested young and aged Long-Evans rats. Under deep halothane anesthesia, brains were removed quickly and transferred to the ice-cold dissection buffer containing the following: 212.7 mM sucrose, 2.6 mM KCl, 1.23 mM NaH 2 PO 4 , 26 mM NaHCO 3 , 10 mM dextrose, 3 mM MgCl 2 , and 1 mM CaCl 2 bubbled with a mixture of 5% CO 2 and 95% O 2 . A block of hippocampus was removed and sectioned into 400-m-thick slices using a vibratome. The slices were recovered for 1 h at room temperature in artificial CSF (ACSF): 124 mM NaCl, 5 mM KCl, 1.25 mM NaH 2 PO 4 , 26 mM NaHCO 3 , 10 mM dextrose, 1.5 mM MgCl 2 , and 2.5 mM CaCl 2 bubbled with a mixture of 5% CO 2 and 95% O 2 . All recordings were done in a submersion recording chamber perfused with ACSF (30 Ϯ 0.5°C; 2 ml/min). Synaptic responses were evoked by stimulating the Schaffer collaterals with 0.2 ms pulses delivered through concentric bipolar stimulating electrodes (FHC), and recorded extracellularly in CA1 stratum radiatum. Baseline responses were recorded using half-maximum stimulation intensity at 0.033 Hz. NMDAR-LTP was induced by theta burst stimulation (TBS), consisting of four theta epochs delivered at 0.1 Hz. Each epoch, in turn, consisted of 10 trains of four pulses (at 100 Hz) delivered at 5 Hz. VGCC-LTP was induced with four 200 Hz epochs (0.5 s) delivered at 0.2 Hz [in the presence of an NMDA receptor antagonist (100 M D,L-APV) in the ACSF]. To correlate LTP measurements with the learning index, we averaged the magnitude of LTP from all the slices obtained from one animal to generate the percentage LTP value. The average percentage LTP value was plotted against the respective behavioral index to generate the correlation graphs. To determine the significance of correlation, we performed a linear regression analysis.
Results
We examined the induction of NMDAR-dependent and NMDAR-independent forms of LTP in the CA3-to-CA1 synapse in hippocampal slices prepared from behaviorally characterized young (6 months of age) and aged (24 months of age) outbred Long-Evans rats. Figure 1 summarizes the results for the behavioral assessment of rats used in this study. During training, there was no age difference in performance on the first trial, before rats had experience with escape to the camouflaged platform in the water maze (Fig. 1 , left panel, T1 datapoint). Over the course of training, young rats were more proficient in learning to locate the platform. Analysis of the data in Figure 1 , left panel, by two-way ANOVA (age by trial block) revealed improved performance over the course of training (trial block; F (3,71) ϭ 150.13; p Ͻ 0.0001) with a significant difference between the age groups (age; F (1,71) ϭ 51.96; p Ͻ 0.0001). The trial block by age interaction was not significant (F (3,71) ϭ 1.55; p ϭ 2087). The learning index scores (Fig. 1 , middle and right panels), computed from a key measure of search accuracy during the interpolated probe trials, also differed according to age ( p Ͻ 0.0001 and Ͻ 0.0021 for rats used to assess NMDA-dependent and VGCC-dependent plasticity, respectively). In agreement with much previous research in this study population, the aged rats displayed a wide spectrum of outcomes, with many aged rats performing on a par with young adults and substantial numbers outside the entire range of young performance (Fig. 1 , middle and right panels). Aged rats that performed outside the range of the young group were designated aged impaired, whereas those that performed on a par with young adults were designated aged unimpaired.
NMDAR-dependent LTP in behaviorally characterized aged rats
Previous characterizations of LTP in aged rodents indicate that age does not diminish the LTP that can be induced with strong tetanic stimulation, but rather it reduces the LTP magnitude obtained with submaximal stimulation (for review, see Rosenzweig and Barnes, 2003; Burke and Barnes, 2006) . Therefore, in these studies, we used theta burst stimulation, an induction protocol that reliably induces LTP (Larson et al., 1986 ) but does not saturate it (Dudek and Bear, 1992) . We also confirmed that this TBS protocol induces only the NMDAR form of LTP in slices prepared from aged rats. As shown in Figure 2 A, the LTP was fully blocked by the NMDAR antagonist APV (control LTP at 55-60 min after TBS: 133.0 Ϯ 4.2% of baseline, n ϭ 5 slices; LTP in 100 M APV: 100.0 Ϯ 2.9%, n ϭ 4 slices; p ϭ 0.001). In addition, the LTP induced with TBS was not affected by the L-type channel blocker nifedepine (LTP in 10 mM nifedepine: 137.9 Ϯ 12.0%, n ϭ 3, 10; DMSO control: 135.7 Ϯ 9.0%, n ϭ 3, 8; p ϭ 0.888), indicating that VGCC-LTP is not recruited by this protocol in aged rats.
To compare the effects of TBS in the three age groups of be- The right panel shows the range of performance for young and aged rats used to study VGCC-dependent LTP. In both cases, rats that fell within the normative range of young performance (index, Ͻ240) were designated unimpaired, and aged rats with higher scores were designated impaired.
haviorally characterized rats [young (Y), 17 rats; aged impaired (AI), 15 rats; and aged unimpaired (AU), 9 rats], we first computed the average LTP from all the slices of a given individual (at least three slices per rat; average, 4.8 Ϯ 0.2). Analysis of those data, shown in Figure 2 B, confirmed the previously reported reduction of LTP in aged rats (LTP in Y, 152.3 Ϯ 3.7%; AU, 135.4 Ϯ 2.1%; AI, 131.0 Ϯ 1.7%; ANOVA, F (2,40) ϭ 10.6, p ϭ 0.0002). Interestingly, the results also revealed that the reduction in NMDAR-LTP did not differ in a comparison of aged impaired and aged unimpaired rats ( p Ͼ 0.41, Fisher's test), but each of those subgroups differed significantly from young adults (AI, p Ͻ 0.001; AU, p ϭ 0.006; Fisher's test). These results indicate that a significant reduction in NMDAR-LTP occurs across the spectrum of cognitive outcomes in aging and the occurrence of NMDAR-LTP is not sufficient to distinguish AI and AU rats. We also examined the relationship between LTP magnitude and behavioral performance (behavioral index score) among the rats in each age group. As shown in Figure 2C , in the young group there was a significant correlation between the magnitude of NMDAR-LTP and individual behavioral scores (r 2 ϭ 0.43; p ϭ 0.003), such that better performance was associated with greater LTP. Although a similar trend was evident among rats in the aged group, the correlation was less pronounced (r 2 ϭ 0.162; p ϭ 0.052). Moreover, the slope of the relationship between LTP and behavioral scores was significantly greater for young rats than for older rats ( p Ͻ 0.001). Overall, these data suggest that this type of LTP may not fully account for the behavioral differences among rats in the aged cohort.
VGCC-dependent LTP in behaviorally characterized rats
The reduced levels of NMDAR-LTP in aged unimpaired rats prompted us to examine the status of VGCC-LTP in aged rats. In juveniles, VGCC-LTP is typically induced with high-frequency stimulation (200 Hz) in the presence of NMDAR antagonist (100 M APV) (Grover and Teyler, 1990) . We confirmed in slices from aged rats that a protocol of 200 Hz tetani induced a compound LTP that was only partially reduced by 100 M APV but fully blocked in the presence of APV and the L-type channel blocker nifedepine (Fig. 3A) (control, 148.6 Ϯ 8.1%; APV, 128.4 Ϯ 7.8%; nifedepine plus APV, 104 Ϯ 1.9%; F (2,25) ϭ 3.4; p Ͻ 0.0001). Using this induction protocol (200 Hz in 100 M APV) in behaviorally characterized rats, we found, as reported previously, that VGCC-LTP is enhanced in aged rats (Shankar et al., 1998) . However, this age-dependent increase was restricted to AU rats (Y, 128.3 Ϯ 3.4%, n ϭ 10, 49; AI, 128.4 Ϯ 2.1%, n ϭ 10, 54; AU, 139.6 Ϯ 2.6%, n ϭ 10, 55; F (2,27) ϭ 4.9; p ϭ 0.015) (Fig. 3B) . Post hoc analysis confirmed that VGCC-LTP was not different between the young and the aged impaired groups ( p ϭ 0.96, Fisher's test), yet each of these groups was different form the aged unimpaired (AI, p ϭ 0.019; Y, p ϭ 0.011). An additional analysis of LTP and individual behavioral scores revealed a correlation between LTP magnitude and behavioral index in aged (r 2 ϭ 0.475; p ϭ 0.0008), but not young rats (r 2 Ͻ 0.001; p ϭ 0.978) (Fig. 3C) . As summarized in Figure 3 , our results support the notion that an age-dependent increase in VGCC-LTP in some individuals is associated with maintained learning capacity despite the loss of NMDAR-LTP.
Discussion
The principal findings in our analysis of LTP in aging can be summarized as follows: (1) the induction of NMDAR-LTP was reduced in both aged impaired and unimpaired rats, failing to distinguish those cognitive outcomes; (2) a correlation between NMDAR-LTP magnitude and individual behavioral scores in aged rats was weak, whereas that correlation was robust for young rats; (3) VGCC-LTP was selectively enhanced in aged unimpaired rats; and (4) the magnitude of VGCC-LTP correlated significantly with behavioral scores in aged, but not in young rats. Mechanisms that contribute to altered plasticity at CA3-CA1 synapses have been extensively studied in aged rodents (for review, see Burke and Barnes, 2006) , but relatively few previous studies have considered cognitive status (Deupree et al., 1991; Schulz et al., 2002 Schulz et al., , 2004 Tombaugh et al., 2002) . Our results support the notion that the maintenance of cognitive performance at older ages does not necessarily require preservation of NMDAR-LTP but instead may be supported by recruitment of VGCC-LTP. Previously, we described similar changes affecting NMDAR-dependent and -independent forms of LTD at CA3-CA1 synapses. Based on these observations, a gain in NMDARindependent forms of plasticity could be a necessary condition to maintain cognitive performance in the face of reduced NMDARdependent forms of plasticity. Moore et al. (1993) first reported an age-related decrease in LTP at CA1-CA3 synapses when a submaximal induction protocol was used, a finding confirmed by others in subsequent investigations (Worley et al., 1993; Rosenzweig et al., 1997; Shankar et al., 1998) . As mentioned, a number of studies have examined differences in LTP at CA3-CA1 synapses as a function of behavioral performance in aged rats. Because LTP protocols in these cases did not isolate NMDA or VGCC-dependent mechanisms, correlations that have indicated greater LTP in unimpaired aged rats relative to those with cognitive impairment could reflect a composite of different forms of plasticity (Deupree et al., 1991; Schulz et al., 2002; Tombaugh et al., 2002) . Indeed, Tombaugh et al. (2002) found that the LTP induced in the protocol used in their study was not entirely blocked by NMDA antagonist. Our study indicates that substantially less NMDAR-LTP induction occurs across the spectrum of cognitive outcomes in aged LongEvans rats, a model in which many differences in the hippocampal system distinguish impaired rats from aged cohorts with preserved cognitive ability (Colombo et al., 1997; Nicolle et al., 1999; Smith et al., 2000; Wilson et al., 2006) . Although a modest correlation of NMDA-LTP with behavioral performance was still evident among the aged rats in our study, a far stronger correlation was obtained in the young adults. Individual differences in NMDAR-LTP, therefore, may not fully account for the behavioral differences among the rats in the aged cohort.
Although reduced NMDA-dependent plasticity is seen across the spectrum of cognitive outcomes, the mechanisms underlying that change could differ among animals in the aged population. Direct measurements of the NMDAR-mediated component of the synaptic responses in CA1 indicate only minimal effects of age (Tombaugh et al., 2002) and only in impaired rats (Lee et al., 2005) . Thus, in unimpaired individuals, NMDAR-LTP (Fig. 2 B) and NMDAR-LTD (Lee et al., 2005) are reduced despite a normal NMDAR-mediated synaptic response. We have proposed that synaptic plasticity can uncouple from the activation of NMDARs over the course of aging and that this uncoupling might even serve a neuroprotective function in unimpaired animals against adverse effects associated with excessive NMDAR activation (Lee et al., 2005) . Other alterations, seen most prominently in aged rats with behavioral impairment, could play a greater role in the diminished LTP observed in those subjects. For example, an increase in the magnitude of the afterhyperpolarization has been widely reported in aging (Landfield and Pitler, 1984; Norris et al., 1998) and more evident at CA3-CA1 synapses in aged rats with impaired cognitive ability than in unimpaired cohorts (Tombaugh et al., 2005) . Thus, reduced excitability during the afterhyperpolarization could contribute to diminished plasticity in the impaired aged subjects.
A previous finding of increased VGCC-LTP in aged rats was based on comparison at different chronological ages without characterization of cognitive status. The important finding here is that significantly greater VGCC-LTP was only found in aged rats that performed on a par with young adults. This may seem somewhat surprising given that age-related calcium dysregulation, including increases in L-type channels and altered homeostasis of intracellular calcium stores, are generally viewed as features contributing to deficits in neurocognitive aging (Campbell et al., 1996; Thibault and Landfield, 1996; Foster and Kumar, 2002) . Given evidence for an increase in L-type calcium channel activity in aged rats that perform poorly in some behavioral tasks, it is also not obvious why increased VGCC-LTP was limited to unimpaired rats and not evident in impaired aged animals. One possible account for these findings is that VGCC-LTP depends not only on the activation of L-type channels (Grover and Teyler, 1990) but also on metabotropic glutamate receptors (Little et al., 1995) . Thus, enhanced VGCC-LTP induction might only occur in the unimpaired subjects because these aged rats have both increased CA channel functionality and intact mGluR (metabotropic glutamate receptor) signaling, whereas signaling via relevant metabotropic glutamate receptors in the hippocampus is blunted in aged impaired rats (Nicolle et al., 1999) . The exact mechanisms that restrict an age-dependent increase of VGCC-LTP to unimpaired individuals, however, remain to be determined.
Our analysis, which discriminated between two forms of LTP, revealed that NMDAR-LTP and VGCC-LTP are affected in opposite ways: the correlation of NMDAR-LTP with behavior is greatly diminished in aged rats, whereas that of VGCC-LTP is increased. These changes might reflect a compensatory adjustment to reduced NMDAR-dependent plasticity, as other mechanisms are recruited to support learning and memory. Such a scenario could have interesting therapeutic implications because cognition decline might not result only from the loss of NMDARdependent plasticity but rather from the failure to compensate for it.
